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Abstract

This paper describes a custom design method of ASICs with on-demand library generation. According to the result of performance estimation, a tailored library is generated and supplied to cell-based design tools. A symbolic layout system that produces a cell layout with variable driving strength is developed. The tunability can be utilized for generating a rich set of driving strength as well as design optimization in post-layout stage. Design experiments and measured performance of a fabricated chip demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Introduction

Current ASIC design methodology relies on pre-designed libraries. The least abstracted design entity is a logic gate in a library. In general, a few sets of libraries are provided by silicon foundry or library vendors for each fabrication process, and shared with all the ASICs designed for the process. This cell-based design methodology is well-established and enables to design over a million gate ASICs (hopefully) within a reasonable design time and effort. However, target specifications of ASICs are inherently diverse, and therefore a few sets of fixed libraries cannot provide an optimal solution for each ASIC. Also, as the technology goes into an ultra deep sub-micron regime, loading condition of each gate inside a chip may vary very much due to unpredictable wire loading, which would make timing closure difficult. There exists a wide performance gap between ASICs and custom ICs [1]. The use of fixed libraries should responsible in part for the performance loss.

The use of automatic generated libraries for processor ICs is reported[2]. The concept of tailored libraries should also be beneficial for ASIC design. This paper describes a design methodology of optimized ASICs that utilizes libraries generated on demand for each ASIC. The objective of this methodology is to achieve full custom performance with the cell-based design framework for ASICs. Existing tools for logic and layout synthesis with additional post-processing can design highly optimized ASICs with reasonable design effort.

This paper is organized as follows. We first explain the proposed design methodology. Key issue is the on-demand library generation which will be described next. The result of design optimization using conventional ASIC design tools is demonstrated, together with the result of a real chip example. A chip can be further optimized in a post-layout step. It's method and the result will be discussed. Finally we will conclude our discussion.

ASIC design with On-Demand Library Generation

Key concept of the proposed design methodology is to exploit existing cell-based design tools for ASICs for delivering full custom performance. Advanced design method such as library-less synthesis[3] which is not compatible with current cell-based design framework is not considered here. Fig. 1 explains the proposed design methodology. An ASIC is designed from an RTL description using conventional design tools. The main difference from a conventional flow is the generation of library tailored for each ASIC. According to the result of performance estimation, a set of cell libraries with variable driving strength are generated. For conventional design tools, the tunability of driving strength is used to provide a library with a rich set of fixed driving strength. After the completion of layout, this tunability is fully exploited in the post-layout optimization process depicted in the right side of Fig. 1. This optimization process is another feature of the proposed methodology that improves power dissipation and reliability while keeping the operating speed unchanged.

On-Demand Library Generation

We generate a cell library suitable for each ASIC and supplies it to cell-based design tools. In the library generation, we should consider the varieties in functionality and driving strength that should be covered by the library. We have examined the effect of the functionality and driving strength experimentally using a commercial logic and layout synthesis tools. Our conclusion is that the varieties in functionality are not necessarily to be large. On the other hand, the range of driving strength should be wide enough to optimally meet various loading conditions. Based on this observation, we determine the functionality of our library as listed in TABLE I. They are relatively simple compared with commercial libraries, but lead to comparable performances. For each logic in the
table, we should prepare a wide variety of driving strength optimized for each application.

We have developed a layout generation system called VARDS that can produce a cell layout with variable driving strength\(^4\). Transistor-level automatic P&R methods for cell layout generation are reported\(^5\). They may be used for the on-demand generation of layout. However, the performance of resulting layout should be predictable in order to have a high-level of confidence in quality. Also, an incremental change of driving strength should be possible while keeping other characteristics unchanged. These requirements can be best met by layout generation based on pre-defined symbolic layout.

The layout generation system should have the following features.

- It should be process-portable.
- Layout should be dense.
- Each transistor-width can be varied while the cell height is unchanged.
- The location of each pin should be fixed while transistor widths are changed.

VARDS meets these requirements by a symbolic layout method using a hierarchically defined virtual grid\(^4\). Given a set of design rules and constraints on resulting layout such as cell height and rail width together with each transistor size, VARDS produces a real layout from a symbolic layout. This process is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) is a graphical view of a symbolic layout (AOI21). Fig. 2(b) is a generated layout with maximum width for each transistor, while Fig. 2(c) has different size for each transistor. Thus we can tune(reduce) driving strength while keeping the pin location unchanged. This property is very important for post-layout performance optimization on the design after the completion of detailed routing. If we need a stronger driving strength than that of Fig. 2(b), VARDS can enlarge transistor width of all the cells in a library to produce a cell with larger cell height. In case we need a strong cell with the same cell height, we should change the symbolic layout with parallel transistors or multiple-stage(buffered) cells prepared beforehand.

The quality of cell layout generated by VARDS is evaluated under four different technologies. TABLE II lists area penalty and performance loss compared with hand-crafted cells. The rightmost column indicates the minimum transistor width with respect to its standard(maximum) width. The cell height is 9 routing pitches. The reduction in transistor width does not reduce layout area because the cell height is fixed. However, it contributes to the reduction in power dissipation as shown in a later section. From the result, the size of the cells by VARDS is about 7% larger but the performance overhead is negligible, while its driving strength can be tuned from 100%(the maximum value) down to about 30%.

For cell-based design environment, delay and power dissipation of each cell should be characterized beforehand. Two dimensional look-up tables with respect to output loading and input transition rate are commonly used for conventional design tools. These tables can be prepared by an automatic characterization system using circuit simulation\(^6\). The reduction in computational cost consumed by circuit simulation can be reduced by the use of a quasi-analytical approach that derives delay and power dissipation with the minimum use of circuit simulation\(^7\). Currently about 40x speed up is obtained for the generation of two dimensional look-up tables.

### Design Examples

The effect of the proposed design methodology, before the application of post layout optimization, is examined through design experiments. Also, the methodology is applied to a real circuit and the performance is measured on a fabricated chip.

A 32-bit RISC processor core\(^8\) is designed under three different design specifications(clock frequency) of 100 MHz, 120 MHz, and 130 MHz. A target process is a 0.35 \(\mu\)m with three metal layers. For comparison, the circuit is also designed with a fixed library which is used for actual fabrication.

The performance estimation for the on-demand library generation is performed in the following manner. First, the statistics of the circuit such as maximum logic depth, the average number of fan-outs, the average amount of wire loading, are obtained by an initial synthesis and place and route. Then a critical-path model is created which is a chain of NAND2 with the average wire and fan-out loading, the depth of the chain being equal to the maximum logic depth. The delay of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Area Penalty</th>
<th>Power Loss</th>
<th>Minimum Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A(0.35(\mu)m)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(0.35(\mu)m)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(0.5(\mu)m)</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(0.6(\mu)m)</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Min. width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A(0.35(\mu)m)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(0.35(\mu)m)</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(0.5(\mu)m)</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(0.6(\mu)m)</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
critical-path model as a function of transistor size is evaluated by circuit simulation. From the delay versus transistor width characteristic, we can determine the required width for a given specification on circuit delay.

Based on the estimation, we generate libraries with 9 routing-pitch height, 10 pitch height, and 12 pitch height for 100MHz, 120 MHz, and 130 MHz specifications, respectively. The 10-pitch library and the 12-pitch library are later replaced with a 11-pitch library and a 13-pitch library respectively during logic synthesis stage, because timing closure is predicted to be difficult with the initial libraries. A commercial logic synthesis tool and a layout synthesis tool are used for the experiment. At the early stage of the design where design uncertainties are large, we only use a course set of varieties in driving strength such as x1, x2, x4, x8, etc. At the late stage of the design after the placement of each cell is obtained, we add intermediate varieties such as x0.5, x0.75, x1.5, x3, etc., which are used for power optimization.

According to the proposed design methodology with the on-demand library generation, we can design final layouts which meet the given specifications of 100MHz, 120MHz, and 130MHz, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. On the other hand, the circuits with the fixed library meet the specification of 100MHz, but fail to meet those of 120MHz and 130 MHz. The area-delay tradeoff curves for both cases are shown in Fig. 4. As for the circuits under the 100MHz specification, the area and the power dissipation are 15% and 29% smaller in the circuit with the library generated on-demand.

Next we show a real chip example. The circuit is a DSP chip for moving picture compression with 160 bit buses[9]. For comparison, two cores are designed and integrated on the same die; one with the library generated on-demand and the other with the fixed library which is the same library used for the above experiments. The chip micro-photograph is shown in Fig. 5, the top portion is the core with the fixed library and the bottom is the core with the library generated on-demand. Some statistics of the cores are listed in TABLE III. The core area is the size of the core while the cell area is the total area of all the cells in the core. There exists a large difference between them, which indicates the core is routing-resource limited due to the huge width of data busses. This routing dominated chip is not a good circuit for evaluating the methodology. Nevertheless, the core designed by the proposed methodology has about 9% less area and 9% less power dissipation measured at 1.6 V.

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core area(mm²)</th>
<th>On-Demand</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell area(mm²)</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Cells</td>
<td>15,324</td>
<td>13,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured Pd. @25MHz, 1.6V</td>
<td>37mW</td>
<td>41mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post Layout Performance Optimization

An important feature of the library generated on demand by VARDS is the ability of tuning(down-sizing) its driving strength without changing the location of input/output pins. This ability enables to optimize the circuit after detailed routing where exact amount of wire loading and crosstalk noise characteristics can be extracted. We can optimize each transistor size(driving strength) while preserving interconnect structure after detailed routing. This does not contribute to area reduction but improves power dissipation and cross-talk noise performance. A conventional cell-based design tool does not support transistor sizing, thus we have developed a dedicated tool for the post-layout optimization. A heuristic algorithm for transistor sizing based on sensitivity calculation is devised[10]. Cell delay is calculated from four-dimensional look-up tables with respect to output loading, input transition rate, pull-up transistor width, and pull-down transistor width. During the
According to the performance estimation of the circuit under design, a library that is best suited to the application is generated. A symbolic layout method is adopted to generate standard cells with variable driving strength. Due to the variability, a library with a rich set of driving strength can be supplied to cell-based design tools. After the completion of detailed routing, we can further optimize the circuit exploiting the tunability of driving strength. Design experiments as well as the measured result of a fabricated chip verify that the proposed design methodology gives better area-delay tradeoffs than a conventional cell-based design with a fixed library.
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